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L o c a l

Designs
There are various designs of dishdashas in the Arabian

Peninsula. In Kuwait, for instance, the garment went through
several stages. “Before oil was discovered, our dishdasha resem-
bled the shape of the Emirati garment to a large extent. There
was no collar. Then, a classic collar was added after the oil boom
that made it look like a shirt,” explained Sulaiman. This design
was fashionable for almost 30 years. “I still wear a dishdasha with

a classic collar. I really like it. I believe it reflects the genuine soul
of Kuwait,” said Rajab Al-Shatti. 

Another design appeared in the 1970s, but it didn’t survive
for long. It was called the mokhassara (slim fit). The quick disap-
pearance of this garment wasn’t surprising, because dishdashas
are meant to be loose, comfortable and hide body imperfec-
tions. 

Colors
The most popular color among the elderly is called dimi

(identical to the color of tea with milk). Popular dishdasha
colors are navy, gray, ocean blue and brown. But two old col-
ors are now making a solid comeback.

“There’s a high demand now for dark maroon and dimi

among younger buyers,” noted Mohammed Al-Turfi, who has
been working at the Nasser Kakoli fabric shop in Souq Al-
Mubarakiya for nearly seven years. “Men buy Chinese and Indian
cashmere for everyday dishdashas, but they prefer British and
European fabrics for the workplace and special occasions, as
they’re of a nicer quality. The great variety and quality we have in
Kuwait attracts buyers from around the Gulf,” Turfi added.

The Kuwaiti dishdasha design has gained fame in the Gulf
states, and many tailoring shops offer it to their customers. In
general, the dishdasha maintains its position as the main sartori-
al choice for local men in the Gulf region despite the openness of
the youth to Western styles. They are proud of their inherited tra-
ditional attire, which is not anticipated to become extinct any-
time soon, at least in this century.

Kuwaitis do not want to
scare away winter, as they

superstitiously  believe
that winter will flee once
people are seen wearing

heavy clothes. 
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Men’s fabric shop (Al-Ebda’a by Nasser Kakoli). Photos by
Athoob Al-Shuaibi.
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